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Some of the reasons for the popularity of social networking sites are: The introduction of profiles on social networking
sites allowed people to know more.

Users are able to select which photos and status updates to post, allowing them to portray their lives in
acclamatory manners. On both channels, companies are able to profit from the emotional character of many of
their videos. Users are able to upload content themselves or simply access other files that have already been
uploaded. The court found him guilty and he was sentenced to jail. We update this list of social media sites
with new data as it becomes available. In short, social networking services can become research networks as
well as learning networks. Tapping into emotion to increase customer loyalty Clever use of Pinterest and
Instagram can be an excellent way for businesses looking to gain more attention from potential customers.
And, social networking has helped people to expand their network, add friends, enhance their careers, make
connections, recruit employees, and find people with scarce skills which summarize the reason for their
popularity. A primary motivation to spam arises from the fact that a user advertising a brand would like others
to see them and they typically publicize their brand over the social network. Responding to the popularity of
social networking services among many students, teachers are increasingly using social networks to
supplement teaching and learning in traditional classroom environments. Privacy[ edit ] Privacy concerns with
social networking services have been raised growing concerns among users on the dangers of giving out too
much personal information and the threat of sexual predators. Such models provide a means for connecting
otherwise fragmented industries and small organizations without the resources to reach a broader audience
with interested users. Ideally, with enough exposure, Tweets geared at target groups will provide your account
with more followers. Helps Businesses to Reach Out Another key important reason for the success of social
networking sites is that they help businesses to reach their potential customers easily. Social Networking Sites
have emerged as a platform for displaying individual profiles, sharing information, photos, videos,
experiences among Internet users as well as forming friendships and sending messages to each-other. Others,
e. The platform also commonly used by some companies to archive and distribute press photos. When the
former employee sued Apple for unfair dismissal, the court, after seeing the man's Facebook posts, found in
favor of Apple, as the man's social media comments breached Apple's policies. The niche social network
offers a specialized space that's designed to appeal to a very specific market with a clearly defined set of
needs. Some companies provide wireless services that allow their customers to build their own mobile
community and brand it; one of the most popular wireless services for social networking in North America
and Nepal is Facebook Mobile. Further advantages include the ability to share links, pictures, and videos.
Niche social networks such as Fishbrain for fishing and Strava for cycling. For a number of years, Prensky's
dichotomy between Digital Natives and Digital Immigrants has been considered a relatively accurate
representation of the ease with which people of a certain age rangeâ€”in particular those born before and after
â€”use technology. The trick here is to come off as authentic and genuine as you can. But both of these most
popular social media apps are owned by Facebook so the competition may not be as fierce as between
completely separate companies. Video networks For quite some time, YouTube was the only video portal that
many marketers considered worth investing their time and energy in, and in some respects, choosing to focus
exclusively this platform was in many cases perhaps the right decision: it is, after all, by far the most widely
used channel of its kind and offers a lot of potential for those who know how to make the most of it. Social
networking services often include a lot of personal information posted publicly, and many believe that sharing
personal information is a window into privacy theft. In most mobile communities, mobile phone users can
now create their own profiles, make friends, participate in chat rooms, create chat rooms, hold private
conversations, share photos and videos, and share blogs by using their mobile phone. Tweeting , instant
messaging , or blogging enhances student involvement. A paid account may be worth it for companies; this is
especially the the case for those wishing to engage with a more artistic or creative target audience. Instagram
also lends itself particularly well to reaching target groups through good content and well-thought out
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strategies. Vimeo is set up in a similar way to YouTube â€” anyone can watch the videos, but only community
members are allowed to evaluate and comment on these.


